$100
1. 2 Region slots
2. Recognition at Fall LDC
3. GA DECA Bookmark

$250
- 3 Region slots
- One Blazer Drawing entry at Fall LDC
- Recognition at Fall LDC
- GA DECA Bookmark

$500
- 4 Region slots
- 2 Blazer Drawing entry at Fall LDC
- Recognition at Fall LDC
- GA DECA Bookmark

Maximize your involvement
Reach Out & Read helps integrate reading into pediatric practices throughout Georgia and helps children ages 0-5 obtain a literacy rich childhood.

How Can You Help?
Georgia DECA has set up a three tier donation structure that allows chapters to achieve different donation levels. The levels are Reader Level at $100, Bookmark Level at $250, and Novelist Level at $500.

Why Reach Out & Read?
As we continue to Maximize Our Momentum, we have to keep in mind our next generation of leaders. By providing the necessary resources for children to have a healthy education, we can Maximize Their Momentum for our future.

What’s New For This Year?
At State CDC in January, Georgia DECA asks each chapter to bring ONE (1) inclusive/diverse children's book to help EVERY child feel seen as they grow their education. More info will be released as we near closer to SCDC.